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Le Maitre have been creating and manufacturing pyrotechnics, smoke machines and special effects for
almost 30 years, covering every corner of the entertainment industry.
Through dedication to design and innovation, we have become leaders in the field.
Le Maitre does not only manufacture special effects, but supplies a full service for any event, indoor or
outdoor.
Our professional crews and pyrotechnicians are available to hire for the set up, firing and de-rig of your
show. All our technicians are fully insured and have had many years professional experience.
We also offer a full design service, deal with show applications, carry out risk assessments, submit C.A.D
documents to the local authorities, and can arrange demonstrations.
Contact us for advice and a comprehensive, professional service.
From a major international Rock ‘n’ Roll tour to a small one off event, our international distribution network
allows us to manage the complete logistics of your show.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION - Please read carefully
The use of pyrotechnics, indoors and outdoors, is at the sole discretion of the operator, who will have
taken full note of the prevailing situation.
Operators are warned that pyrotechnic devices can sometimes vary in their performance and no
guarantee is given by Le Maitre or its agents that every pyrotechnic device will perform the same.
This must be borne in mind when siting devices.
Le Maitre pyrotechnics must only be used in conjunction with Le Maitre firing systems or Le Maitre
approved devices. Any approved device will have written approval from Le Maitre. No liability of any sort
will be entertained by Le Maitre where pyrotechnics are used with an unapproved firing system.
We are often asked what is a safe distance from an effect, or what is the safe working height. As every
situation is different it is impossible to give any definitive solution. What is required is a profound
knowledge of the product being used, matched with a proper risk assessment. If the product is new to the
user it should be observed in a safe outdoor location so that the effect can be fully ascertained before
being used indoors.

HSE CAD documentation is available for each pyrotechnic effect.
Full safety information and Le Maitre’s Code of Practice are available from the sales office
on 020 8646 2222.
If you are in any doubt whatsoever as to the firing of an effect, then please refer to these guidelines
or contact us directly for detailed advice and instructions.
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PyroFlash Pyrotechnics
Theatrical Flash
A brilliant white flash followed by
a pure white mushroom cloud of
smoke that rises upwards.

Theatrical Flash
Loud Report

Available in small, medium and
large.

Visually the same as the
medium Theatrical Flash but
the volume is 3 times as loud.
Available in one size only.

Product codes:

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: none

(dozen)
1200A: Small Theatrical Flash
1200: Medium Theatrical Flash
1200B: Large Theatrical Flash

Red, Amber and
Green Flash

1200C: Theatrical Flash Loud Report

As the medium Theatrical Flash,
but the flash is coloured.

1200R: Red Flash
1200G: Green Flash
1200Y:
1200Y: Amber Flash

Available in one size only.
To be used with the standard
flash pod.

Silverstar
A similar effect to the Theatrical
Flash but it combines sparkling
silver stars with the flash.
The stars are projected in all
directions to a distance of up to
2.5 metres.

Red, Amber and
Green S tar

To be used with the standard
flash pod.

Similar to the Silverstar, but DO
NOT contain coloured chips.
These are coloured flashes with
silver stars.
The stars are projected in all
directions to a distance of up to
2 metres.

Product codes:

Available in one size only.

Available in small, medium and
large.

(dozen)
1201A: Small Silverstar
Silverstar
1201: Medium Silverstar
Silverstar
1201B: Large Silverstar
Silverstar

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: hot

To be used with the standard
flash pod.
Product codes:
(dozen)

Coliseum Adaptor

1201R: Red St
Star
1201G: Green St
Star
1201Y:
1201Y: Amber St
Star

A metal collar designed to fit over a Silverstar or Coloured Star cartridge in the standard
flash pod.
It changes the shape of the Silverstar, projecting it into a column of tiny silver stars.
Product code: PP106
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Golden S tar
A mushroom cloud of smoke with thousands of tiny
golden stars. It has less of a flash than the Silverstar,
so it is ideal for a more subtle effect in low ambient
light or for TV cameras.
The effect reaches a height of approximately 2.5
metres with a width of approximately 1.5 metres.
To be used with the standard flash pod.

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: hot

Product code:
1202 (dozen)

Silver Jet
A dense column of silver sparks approximately 1.5
metres wide is projected to a height of approximately
6 metres with no bang and very little smoke.
To be used with the standard flash pod.

Silver Jet
Reduced Height
A dense column of silver sparks approximately 1
metre wide is projected to a height of approximately
3.5 metres with no bang and very little smoke.
Suitable for venues where space is limited.
To be used with the standard flash pod.
Product codes:
DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: hot

(dozen)
1228: Silver Jet
1228H: Silver Jet (Reduced Height)
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Glitter S tage Mine
A plume of glitter stars approximately 2 metres wide
is propelled upwards to a height of approximately
6 metres.
Minimal noise, but some smoke.
To be used with the standard flash pod.
Available in gold glitter only.
Product code: 1251 (dozen)

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: hot

Glitter Crackle S tage Mine
Same as the Glitter Stage Mine but also contains
random bursting crackle stars.
Loud crackle and some smoke.
To be used with the standard flash pod.
Available in gold glitter crackle.

Product code: 1252 (dozen)

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: hot

6
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Coloured Smoke
MEDIUM

Coloured Smoke
LARGE

A small snap is followed by a thick plume of
very dense smoke.

As the medium coloured smoke, but more
smoke is produced over a longer duration.

Available in white, red, orange, yellow, green,
blue and violet.

To be used with the standard flash pod.
Available in all colours.

To be used with the standard flash pod.
DURATION: 25 to 30 seconds
FALLOUT: none

DURATION: 6 to 8 seconds
FALLOUT: none

Product codes:

Product codes:

(dozen)

(dozen)
1214:
1215:
1216:
1217:
1218:
1218B:
1218C:

1209: Medium Red Smoke
1210: Medium Blue Smoke
1211:
1211: Medium Green Smoke
1212: Medium Yellow Smoke
1213: Medium White Smoke
1213B: Medium Orange Smoke
1213C: Medium Violet
Violet Smoke

Large Red Smoke
Large Blue Smoke
Large Green Smoke
Large Yellow Smoke
Large White Smoke
Large Orange Smoke
Large Violet
Violet Smoke

Please note:
All colours contain a dye,
so care must be taken
when positioning smokes
near scenery, drapes, etc.

Whistler
A 2-pin cartridge designed to be fired in the standard flash pod.
This effect emits a loud, shrill whistle and some smoke.
DURATION: approx. 7 seconds
FALLOUT: none
Product code: 1236 (dozen)
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S treamer Cartridge
A bang, and the streamers are projected to a height of approximately 6 metres before
opening and falling to the ground. There are approximately 36 streamers in each
cartridge.
DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: cold

To be used in the variable angle pod.
Available in multi.
Product code: 1253 (dozen)

Silver Mini Gerb
A spray of silver sparks approximately 1.5
metres wide that reaches a height of
approximately 3 metres.
To be used with the standard flash pod.
Also available in Long Duration.
DURATION: 7 seconds
Long Duration: 12 seconds
FALLOUT: hot

Red and Green Mini Gerb
A spray of gold sparks and coloured stars approximately 1 metre wide that reaches a height of
approximately 3 metres.
To be used with the standard flash pod.

Gold, Flitter and Shimmer
Mini Gerb
A spray of sparks approximately 1.5 metres wide
that reaches a height of approximately 3 metres.
To be used with the standard flash pod.

DURATION: 7 seconds
FALLOUT: hot

DURATION: 7 seconds
FALLOUT: hot

Product codes:
(dozen)
1231: Silver Mini Gerb
1231L: Silver Mini Gerb Long Duration
1231R: Red Mini Gerb
1231GR: Green Mini Gerb
1231G: Gold Mini Gerb
1231F: Flitter Mini Gerb
1231S: Shimmer Mini Gerb
1231C: 3-Second Silver Mini Gerb
1231D: 3-Second Silver Reduced Height
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3-Second Silver Mini Gerb
As the Silver Mini Gerb but sparks are produced for
a shorter duration.
Also available in Reduced Height which reaches a
height of approximately 2 metres.
To be used with the standard flash pod.
DURATION: 3 seconds
FALLOUT: hot

Large Confetti Cartridge
A bang, followed by a cascade of confetti,
projected to a height of approximately 6 metres.
To be used in the variable angle pod.
Available in white or multi.

Product codes:
(each)
1232: White Confetti Cartridge
1232B: Multi Confetti Cartridge

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: cold

Please visit our website to view our wide range of effects in action.

Large Glitter Cartridge
A bang, followed by a cascade of glitter,
projected to a height of approximately 6 metres.
To be used in the variable angle pod.
Available in gold, silver, blue, green, red and multi.

Product codes:
(each)
1230:
1230A:
1230B:
1230C:
1230D:
1230E:

Gold Glitter Cartridge
Silver Glitter Cartridge
Green Glitter Cartridge
Blue Glitter Cartridge
Red Glitter Cartridge
Multi Glitter Cartridge

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: cold
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Large Chinese Confetti Cartridge
A bang, followed by a cascade of Chinese Confetti, projected to
a height of approximately 6 metres.
The Chinese Confetti is made of strips of paper which twist and
turn as they float slowly to the ground.
To be used in the variable angle pod.
Product codes:
(each)
1237:
1239:
1240:
1244:
1245:
1246:
1247:
1248:

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: cold

Blue Chinese Confetti Cartridge
Green Chinese Confetti Cartridge
Purple Chinese Confetti Cartridge
Multi Chinese Confetti Cartridge
Orange Chinese Confetti Cartridge
Red Chinese Confetti Cartridge
White Chinese Confetti Cartridge
Yellow Chinese Confetti Cartridge

Small Flame Projector
A column of orange flame approximately 0.2 metres
wide that reaches a height of approximately 2
metres.
This effect is in a 2-pin cartridge designed to be
fired in the standard flash pod.

DURATION: approx. 2 seconds
FALLOUT: none
Product code: 1718 (each)

Mini Flame
A column of flame approximately 10 centimetres wide that
reaches a height of approximately 1 metre.

Product codes:

A 2-pin cartridge designed to be fired in the standard flash pod.

1708: Green Mini Flame
1708A: Red Mini Flame

(dozen)

Available in red or green.

Please note:
Flame Projectors produce an intense heat, so careful consideration should be made when
positioning these types of devices.

10
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Pro S tage II
ProStage II Pyrotechnics are designed for professional users over the age of 18 years old.
It is important to remember that the use of pyrotechnics, indoors and outoors, is at the sole
discretion of the operator, who will have taken full note of the prevailing situation.
Operators are warned that pyrotechnic devices can sometimes vary in their performance and
no guarantee is given that every device will perform exactly the same.
This must be borne in mind when siting devices.
We are often asked what is a safe distance from an effect, or what is the safe working height.
As every situation is different it is impossible to give any definitive solution.
What is required is a profound knowledge of the product being used, matched with a proper risk
assessment. If the product is new to the user it should be observed in a safe outdoor location,
so that the effect can be fully ascertained before being used indoors.

Photo by Malcolm Griffiths

ProStage II must only be used with firing systems that are either designed for the purpose by the
company, or have written approval from the company.
No liability of any sort will be processed where ProStage II has been used with unapproved firing
systems.

Boy George at The Atomic Club, Maidstone

Le Maitre’s Events Department have the largest stock of turbo confetti blowers in Europe.
The confetti blowers, manufactured by Pyrotek in Canada, are available for both hire and sale.
These ‘Venturi’ cannons are high altitude, high capacity blowers which can fire up to 20kg of confetti to
a height of approximately 60 metres and run on a continuous feed.
Also available from the Events Department are Cryo Jets; a high powered, DMX controlled CO2 system
which can fire jets up to 4 metres high.
For further information on these specialist products, please contact Le Maitre Events on 020 8646 2222.
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ProS tage II S tage Gerbs
The ProStage II range of professional Stage Gerbs are
identified by the burn time (first number) x the height in
feet (second number).
For example: a 1/4 x 20 is a gerb of 1/4 of a second
duration that reaches a height of 20ft.
Heights are also given in metres.
1/4 x 6 (or 1/4 x 1.8m) Stage Gerb PP021
1/4 x 12 (or 1/4 x 3.6m) Stage Gerb PP013
1/4 x 20 (or 1/4 x 6m) Stage Gerb PP014

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

x
x
x
x
x

1
1
1
1
1

15
20
25
35
50

x
x
x
x
x

6 (or 1/2 x 1.8m) Stage Gerb
8 (or 1/2 x 2.4m) Stage Gerb
12 (or 1/2 x 3.6m) Stage Gerb
15 (or 1/2 x 4.5m) Stage Gerb
20 (or 1/2 x 6m) Stage Gerb

(or
(or
(or
(or
(or

1
1
1
1
1

x
x
x
x
x

4.5m) Stage Gerb
6m) Stage Gerb
7.5m) Stage Gerb
10.5m) Stage Gerb
15m) Stage Gerb

PP015
PP451
PP016
PP038
PP017

PP058
PP059
PP351
PP366
TBC

3 x 6 (or 3 x 1.8m) Stage Gerb
3 x 12 (or 3 x 3.6m) Stage Gerb
3 x 20 (or 3 x 6m) Stage Gerb

PP018
PP338
PP039

6 x 6 (or 6 x 1.8m) Stage Gerb
6 x 12 (or 6 x 3.6m) Stage Gerb
6 x 20 (or 6 x 6m) Stage Gerb

PP019
PP339
PP049

Please note:
The height of a gerb is defined as the height to the
top of the main plume, some sparks will go higher.

ProSt age II has probably the largest list of stock st age gerbs of any manufacturer.
Most items will be of f the shelf, but some will be subject to minimum order quantities
and lead times.
All Stage Gerbs are boxed in 10s.
They are also available in bulk quantities of 250, with igniters.
Please contact the sales office for details and prices.
Only 1/4 x 6 to 1 x 50 Stage Gerbs are fitted with igniters.

12
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8 x 8 (or 8 x 2.4m) Stage Gerb

PP020

10
10
10
10
10

PP341
PP022
PP033
PP023
PP050

x
x
x
x
x

6 (or 10 x 1.8m) Stage Gerb
10 (or 10 x 3m) Stage Gerb
12 (or 10 x 3.6m) Stage Gerb
15 (or 10 x 4.5m) Stage Gerb
20 (or 10 x 6m) Stage Gerb

12 x 6 (or 12 x 1.8m) Stage Gerb
12 x 12 (or 12 x 3.6m) Stage Gerb
12 x 15 (or 12 x 4.5m) Stage Gerb

15 x 15 (or 15 x 4.5m) Stage Gerb
15 x 20 (or 15 x 6m) Stage Gerb

PP025
PP051

20 x 20 (or 20 x 6m) Stage Gerb

PP052

6 x 6 (6 x 1.8m) Gold Stage Gerb
10 x 12 (10 x 3.6m) Gold Stage Gerb

PP370
PP371

PP340
PP036
PP024

ProS tage II Gerb Holders
A range of robust holders for use with all ProStage II Stage Gerbs. For floor or truss mount.
All gerb holders are available in 2 sizes; the 18mm holder for 17mm Gerbs and the 25mm holder for
24mm Gerbs.
Other types of holders are available, please contact the sales office for more details.
90 degree
Gerb Holder

Single
Gerb Holder

PP105 (18mm)
PP11
PP111 (25mm)

PP104 (18mm)
PP114
PP114 (25mm)

60 degree
Gerb Holder
PP107 (18mm)
PP112
PP112 (25mm)

45 degree
Gerb Holder
3-way Array Plate

PP108 (18mm)
PP113
PP113 (25mm)

PP103 (18mm)
PP109 (25mm)
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Waterfalls
Waterfalls are a speciality of ProStage II.
Traditionally there have been 2 types of waterfall.
An inverted gerb giving a rushing effect, or the archetypal
waterfall with a large choke producing a liquid water effect
but with a huge amount of very hot fallout hitting the floor.
ProStage II Waterfalls use a new type of choke that gives
the best of both effects without the tubes catching fire.
Available in:
10 x 8 (or 10 x 2.4m) Waterfall
15 x 15 (or 15 x 4.5m) Waterfall
20 x 20 (or 20 x 6m) Waterfall

PP364
PP357
PP358

Silver Cascades
Silver Cascades in 6 x 8, 10 x 8, 15 x 15 and 20 x 20.
A type of waterfall that produces a much fuller drop
of stars.
Contact our sales team for further details.
Available in:
6 x 8 (or 6 x 2.4m) Silver Cascade
10 x 8 (or 10 x 2.4m) Silver Cascade
15 x 15 (or 15 x 4.5m) Silver Cascade
20 x 20 (or 20 x 6m) Silver Cascade

PP452
PP415
PP416
PP417

4oz Gerb

8oz Gerb

These 1 inch Stage Gerbs are fired by
600mm wires and produce a dramatic
spray of sparks to a height of approx 4.5
metres, for a duration of 25 to 30 seconds.

These 1.5 inch Stage Gerbs are fired by
600mm wires and produce a dramatic
spray of sparks to a height of approx 6
metres, for a duration of 25 to 30 seconds.

4oz and 8oz Gerbs are the largest of the Stage Gerbs in the ProStage II range. The plume of sparks is wider
than that of normal gerbs, producing more of a Christmas Tree shape (see top of page 15).
This means that there will be hot fallout associated with these effects and they are recommended for use in
large venues only.
ProStage Holders are available for use with these gerbs.

14
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Product codes:
4oz and 8oz Gerbs are available in:
Gold, Silver, Colour Chip, Colour
Change (from gold to silver), Flitter,
and Shimmer.

1602: 4oz
1602F: 4oz
1602S: 4oz
1603: 4oz
1604: 4oz
1606: 8oz
1606F: 8oz
1606S: 8oz
1607: 8oz
1608: 8oz

Please note:
The Colour Chip Gerbs have gold
sparks with stars in the chosen
colour.

Gerb Silver
Flitter Gerb
Shimmer Gerb
Gerb Gold
Gerb Gold to Silver
Gerb Silver
Flitter Gerb
Shimmer Gerb
Gerb Gold
Gerb Gold to Silver

ProS tage II Mines
The ProStage II Stage Mines propel a fantastic shower of shimmering
coloured stars with or without a silver tail. Mines are available in Red,
Green, Amber, White, Variegated and Crackle.
Minimal noise, but some smoke.
S tage Mines are made in different sizes:
10ft or Micro Mine which reaches a height of approximately 10ft (3m)
and so is suitable for smaller venues.
20ft or Small Mine, reaching a height of approximately 20ft (6m)
50ft or Medium Mine reaching a height of approximately 50ft (15m)
Available in:
10ft or Micro Mine Mines in Red, Green, Amber and White.
20ft Mines in all colours with or without Silver Tail and/or Crackle.
50ft Mines in all colours with or without Silver Tail.
ProS tage II Mine Holders are available in:
Single (Small and Medium sizes)
90 degree (Small and Medium sizes)
3-way Array Plates (Small and Medium sizes)
Please refer to our price list or website for ProStage II Mines codes.

New S tar Mines
Product codes:

The New Star Mines propel a small number
of stars in a very narrow band and have
much brigher colours than our Stage Mines.
Our New Star Mines all extinguish simultaneously in a mushroon shaped cloud.
The New Star Mines are available in Amber,
Green, Red, White, Silver, Shimmer and Gold
Glitter

PP513
PP514
PP515
PP516
PP517
PP518
PP519

25/30'
25/30'
25/30'
25/30'
25/30'
25/30'
25/30'

Amber Mines 1" no tail
tail
Green Mines 1" no tail
tail
Red Mines 1" no tail
tail
White Mines 1" no tail
tail
Silver Mines 1" with tail
Shimmer Mines 1"
Gold Glitter Mines 1"
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Flash Tubes
Also known as Split Mines or Flash Curtains, this effect is in a 6” long tube
that has a split along its length covered by a thin paper membrane.
Flash tubes can be attached to the floor for a spectacular fan shaped effect
that reaches approximately 4.5 metres, or flown for a downward curtain
effect.
Available in :
Silver Crackle, Gold Glitter, Gold, Green, Red,
Silver, Silver Glitter and Silver Wave.
Product codes:
(each)
PP006S:
PP026:
PP027:
PP028:
PP029:
PP030:
PP031:
PP037:

Flash tubes must be used
with the correct holder.

6”
6”
6”
6”
6”
6”
6”
6”

Silver Crackle Flash Tube
Tube
Gold Glitter Flash Tube
Tube
Gold Flash Tube
Tube
Green Flash Tube
Tube
Red Flash Tube
Tube
Silver Flash Tube
Tube
Silver Glitter Flash Tube
Tube
Silver Wave
Wave Split
Split Mine

ProS tage II Flashes
ProStage II Flashes are coloured flashes which are fired by
igniter wires. They produce a bright flash of coloured light with
a small puff of smoke and a small report.
ProStage II Flashes come in Small and Arena sizes.
The Small reaches a height of approximately 2ft or 0.6m,
and the Arena reaches a height of approximately 8ft or 2.5m.
ProStage II Flashes are available in Red, Green, White and Amber.
Product codes:
(each)
PP359:
PP360:
PP361:
PP362:

Red Flash - Small
Green Flash - Small
Amber Flash - Small
White Flash - Small

PP405: Red Flash - Arena
PP406: Green Flash - Arena
PP407: White Flash - Arena
PP411:
PP411: Amber Flash - Arena

16
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Robotics

Gunflash

Also known as Electric Fault Simulators, Robotics
are used in film and TV to reproduce electrical
faults in fuse boxes and other equipment.
A small flash is followed by a shower of silver
sparks.

Used to create a realistic simulation of a gun
being fired when inserted into the barrel.
A small orange flash, a silver spark and a little
smoke.
Available with or without a harness.

Available in small, medium or large to suit the
application.

The large version also produces a report and has
an option with sparkle.

Product codes:

Product codes:

1227C:
1227CH:
PP208:
PP243:

P503: Small Robotics
P504: Medium Robotics
P505: Large Robotics

Bullet Hit/Gunflash
Bullet Hit/Gunflash on Harness
Large Gunflash
Large Gunflash with Sp
Sparkle

5-second White Smoke
Le Maitre 5-second White Smoke was originally produced
for Beauty and the Beast for use as a "Smoking Pants"
device. It's a 50mm long tube, about 17mm diameter, has a
fitted igniter and when fired produces a stream of white
coloured smoke for around 5 seconds.
Product code: BB404

ProS tage II Flames
ProStage II Flames have been used on productions such as The Phantom of the Opera and huge tours
like The Rolling Stones. The effect is stunning and produces a tiny amount of smoke with no fallout.
Flame Projectors are available as free standing units, with or without a base, for use in the ProStage II
Flame Holder. It is very important to use the correct holder with these devices.

Medium Flame Projector
Small Flame Projector
A column of orange flame with an
intense heat, that reaches a height of
approximately 2 metres.
The duration is 1 to 2 seconds.

A column of orange flame with an
intense heat, that reaches a height of
approximately 3 metres.
The duration is approx 2 seconds.
Product codes:
(each)

Product code:
(each)
PP032 (No base)

PP068 (No base)
PP348 (Red Flame - No base)
PP345 (Green Flame - No base)
1719 (with base)
1719RE (Red Flame - with base)
1719R (Refill)
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Intermediate Flame Projector

Large Flame Projector

A column of orange flame with an
intense heat, that reaches a height of
approximately 3 metres.

A column of orange flame with an
intense heat, that reaches a height of
approximately 3 metres.

The duration is 2 to 3 seconds.

The duration is 3 to 4 seconds.

Product codes:

Product codes:

(each)

(each)

PP069 (No base)
PP349 (Red Flame - No base)
PP346 (Green Flame - No base)

PP070 (No base)
PP350 (Red Flame - No base)
PP347 (Green Flame - No base)

1719A (with base)
1719ARE (Red Flame - with base)
1719AG (Green Flame - with base)
1719AR (Refill)

1720 (with base)
1720RE (Red Flame - with base)
1720GR (Green Flame - with base)
1720R (Refill)

with base

with holder

Coloured Flame Projectors
Flames can be coloured in red or green, as well as orange. This involves an additive, which can change the
duration of the effect and is sometimes accompanied by a distinctive smell.

Flash Flame
A column of orange flame preloaded with white
sparkle.
It reaches a height of approximately 2 metres,
for a duration of approximately 1 second.

Product code: PP053

18
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Airbursts
Airbursts are designed to be suspended from a lighting
truss that is at least 6 (small airburst) to 8 (large airburst)
metres above the ground.
They produce a ball shaped flash and sparkle that is
cool before reaching the lower levels or stage floor.
ProStage II has led in the production of ready to use
airbursts and offers an enormous selection.
Airbursts come both singly or in a three drop harness.
ProStage II Airbursts have the added advantage of a three year shelf life as opposed to the Mix-Yourself
variety which has to be used within a few days.
As the range of airbursts is continually expanding, we recommend contacting the sales office for current
availability. Please refer to our price list or website for airbursts product codes.
Airbursts are available in White and Silver; in Small, Medium, Large and Loud Report, with or without
harness drop. Gold and Silver glitter Airbursts are a twinkling burning effect and not actual glitter.
Loud Report is NOT available with the Gold and Silver Glitters.

Chinese Confetti Airbursts
A specially designed airburst that gives a report followed by
a shower of Chinese Confetti that floats slowly to the
ground. Designed to be suspended in a lighting truss at
least 5 metres from the ground.
Please refer to our price list or website for product codes.

Chinese Confetti Airbursts are available in White, Red, Blue,
Yellow, Green, Purple, Orange and Multi.
Mixed colours can be made to special order.
Please contact the sales office for more details.

S tarbursts
A Starburst is a new type of airburst that produces a flash
of light and projects stars in all directions to a distance of
up to 3 metres.
There is a small amount of smoke and some hot fallout
associated with this effect.
Starbursts are available in Red, Green, Flitter and White.

Product codes:
(dozen)
PP367: Small Red St
Starburst
PP368: Small Green St
Starburst
PP369: Small White St
Starburst
PP401: Medium Red St
Starburst

PP402:
PP403:
PP439:
PP440:

Medium Green St
Starburst
Medium White St
Starburst
Small Flitter St
Starburst
Medium Flitter St
Starburst
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Theatrical Flash
Pyropot

Smoke Puff
Pyropot

A brilliant white flash followed by a
pure white mushroom cloud of
smoke that rises upwards.
Visual height approximately 2
metres.

A pure white puff of smoke with no
flash.
Ideal for film or TV work where a flash
would cause camera white-out.
Product codes: (dozen)

Product codes: (dozen)
1220:
1220A:
1220B:
1220LR:

Theatrical Flash Pyropot
Small Theatrical Flash Pyropot
Large Theatrical Flash Pyropot
Theatrical Flash Pyropot

1222:
1222A:

Smoke Puff Pyropot
Large Smoke Puff Pyropot

(Loud Report)

Silver S tar Pyropot
Pyropots
Pyropots are pre-loaded theatre
effects
effects fired by 600mm wires.

Confetti Cartridge
A report followed by a cascade of
confetti, to a height/drop of approximately 5 metres.
Available in White or Multi.

Similar to the Theatrical Flash but it
combines sparkling silver stars with the
flash.
Visual height approximately 2 metres.
Product codes:
(dozen)
1221:
Silver St
Star Pyropot
1221B: Large Silver St
Star Pyropot

Product codes:
(each)
1515: White Confetti Cartridge
1516: Multi Confetti Cartridge

Glitter Cartridge
A report followed by an explosion
of glitter with a height / drop of
approximately 5 metres.
Available in Gold, Silver, Multi, Red,
Blue or Green.
Product codes:
(each)
1519: Blue Glitter Cartridge
1520: Gold Glitter Cartridge
1521: Green Glitter Cartridge
1522: Multi Glitter Cartridge
1523: Red Glitter Cartridge
1524: Silver Glitter Cartridge

Chinese Confetti
Cartridge
A report and a cascade of Chinese
Confetti to a height of about 5 metres.
The Chinese Confetti is made of strips of
thin paper which twist and turn as they
float slowly to the floor.
A slower more lingering effect than the
traditional confetti cartridge.
Available in White, Multi, Blue, Green,
Purple, Orange, Red or Yellow.
Please consult our price list or website
for Chinese Confetti product codes.

ProStage II Projected Effects are designed to be floor or
truss mounted using a specially designed holder to give a
shower effect.
All paper products used by ProStage II are colour fast and
flame retardant.
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Also available: S treamer Cartridges with a projection height of up to 15 metres.

Theatrical
Maroons

Microdets
(Plastic)

Cardboard
Microdets

Manufactured in a cardboard
casing and in a plastic one.
Must be used in a Bomb Tank
or Confetti Cannon.

A microdet is like a miniature
maroon, but in a plastic casing.
It is used to simulate bullet hits on
walls or ground.

A microdet in a cardboard casing
used to simulate bullet hits on the
body, bursting blood bags etc.
Must be used with the appropriate
body armour.

Product codes:
1223: Small Maroons (plastic)
1224: Medium Maroons (plastic)
1225: Large Maroons (plastic)
PP336: Non-Fragmental
Non-Fragmental Maroons
PP337: Non-Fragmental
Non-Fragmental Maroons
PP316: Non-Fragmental
Non-Fragmental Maroons

Available in full load.
Available in full or half load.

Product code:
1227: Microdets
Microdets

(Small)
(Medium)

Product codes:
1227A: Non-Fragmental
Non-Fragmental Microdets
Microdets
1227B: Non-Fragmental
Non-Fragmental Microdets
Microdets

(Large)

(Half Load)

Please note:
Maroons are sold for professional purposes only and should be used with great caution.
The user must conduct safety trials prior to use to ascertain the suitability of noise levels for the public.

Confetti Cannon
The Confetti Cannon produces a spectacular effect.
It is operated by a pyrotechnic maroon in the base of the cannon,
covered with a cardboard wad and up to 2 kilos of confetti or glitter.
On detonation by a Le Maitre firing system, there is a loud bang and
a huge cloud of confetti is hurled into the air.
The Confetti Cannon is not for use in a confined space, especially
near to sound systems.
The Confetti Cannon is sold for professional purposes only
and should be used with great caution.
The height of the effect is variable according to load and
must be evaluated by a prior safety test.

Flash Reports
Flash reports are used in a concussion
pot to produce an extremely loud bang.
They are made out of paper so there is no
dangerous shrapnel.
Flash reports are a modern day alternative to maroons.
Available in No.1, No.2, No.3, No.4 and
No.5.
Product codes:
Concussion
Concussion
Concussion
Concussion
Concussion

No.1
No.2
No.3
No.4
No.5

Product codes:
1104: Confetti Cannon
1700: Cardboard Wad
Wad

Concussion Pot

(preloaded concussions)

PP246:
PP247:
PP248:
PP249:
PP250:

SIZE: Length 33cm x Width 33cm x Height 39cm
WEIGHT: 11kg

(smallest)

A robust device bored from a solid piece
of steel, for firing Flash Reports.
The concussion pot is small and readily
portable, enabling it to be sited virtually
anywhere.
For best results it should be flown.
Concussions are NOT for use in a
confined space or in close proximity
to open microphones.
Suitable warning notices must be
displayed on all sides.
Product code: 1130

(loudest)
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ProS tage II S tadium Effects
ProStage II Stadium Effects are designed to be used in very large venues by experienced personnel.
These include some specially created products made for the central feature of the Millennium Dome.

Line Rockets
Also known as Grid Rockets, these are small whistling rockets that run
along a steel cable. The cable must be securely fastened at each end,
and is usually up to 50 metres in length.
The Line Rocket is attached to the line by a plastic tube and travels at
approximately 15 metres per second.
Available in: 2, 3 and 4 second durations, with a comet tail.
Product codes:
PP354: 2-second Line Rocket
PP356: 3-second Line Rocket
PP198: 4-second Line Rocket

Giant
Theatrical
Flash

Giant Fire Ball
& Giant Gold
S tar

A report and a brilliant white
flash, followed by a pure
white mushroom cloud of
smoke that rises upwards.

A huge mushroom cloud of
smoke with millions of tiny
gold stars.
Approximate height of effect
is 15ft (4.5m)

A spectacular effect more
than twice the size of a
standard Large Theatrical
Flash.
Product code: PP061

Product codes:
PP062: Giant Fire Ball
PP063: Giant Gold St
Star

Comets
A brilliant ball of fire is shot into the air and then disappears with
no fallout.
Comets are designed for large venues, stadiums or outdoor use.
Available with or without tail.
Available in:
25ft (7.5 m) Comets in Red, Green, Amber, White with Tail.
30ft (9 m) Comets in Gold Crackle
60ft (18m) Comets in Red, Green, Amber, White and
White with Tail.
Please note: 60ft comets are from 30ft up to 60ft.

Please refer to our price list or website for Comets product codes.

If you have any special requirements for large scale effects, please contact the sales office for advice.
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Giant Flame Ball
A new ProStage II product which produces an orange ball of fire that reaches a height of 15-20ft.
This is a wired cartridge. The fireball effect burns with no debris.
Please visit our website to view our Giant Flame Ball in action.
Product code: 1235

Miscellaneous
Igniters
Also known as squibs or electric matches, these are initiators that are
fired electrically, and form the basis for all ignitions on ProStage II.
Available as separate items with 24” wires.
Product code: 1717R

Smoke Pellets
When ignited (with a naked flame or with touch paper), these
small white pellets burn for 30 to 40 seconds, producing a similar
smoke effect to the 5-second White Smoke.
Product codes:

Smoke pellets are sold in 10s and 100s.

1400: Tube
Tube of 10
1401: Box of 100

Ice Fountains
Similar to giant sparklers, ice fountains produce a small flare and
a spray of sparks for 30 to 45 seconds.
Flame 1ft (0.3m), Sparks 2ft (0.6m)
Often used in wedding or birthday cakes.
Available in small or large sizes, with electric or match ignition,
in silver or red.
Product codes:

Wax Torch

1250: Small Ice Fountain
Fountain (Electrical)
1250F: Small Silver Ice Fountain
Fountain (Match)
1254: Large Silver Ice Fountain
Fountain (Match)
1254A: Large Red Ice Fountain
Fountain (Match)
1255: Large Silver Ice Fountain
Fountain (Electrical)
1255A: Large Red Ice Fountain
Fountain (Electrical)

A handheld Olympic Torch effect.
Ideal for processions or outdoor concerts.
Burn time is approximately 1 hour (ignited with a naked flame).
Product code: 1705

ProS tage II professional pyrotechnics are designed and manufactured
exclusively in the UK by Le Maitre Ltd.
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Pyrotechnics Hardware
Pro S tage Two Way
The Pro Stage Two Way is a 2 channel battery
operated capacitive discharge system.
Key switch for complete safety.
Features bulgin connections for use with
flash pods, and turret connections suitable
for wired effects.
New test facility is available when the
unit is armed and unarmed.
Each channel can be fired individually
with up to 16 effects wired in series over
100 metres.
Both channels can be fired at once with
up to 8 effects on each channel.

SIZE: Length 18cm x Width 17cm x Height 7cm
WEIGHT: 1.5 kg
POWER: 2 x 9v batteries

Product codes:
1111: Pro St
Stage Two
Two Way
Way Controller
1114: 18v Power Supply Unit (optional)

Pro S tage Six Way
The Pro Stage Six Way is a 6 channel battery
operated capacitive discharge system.
Key switch for complete safety.
Features bulgin connections for use with
flash pods, and turret connections suitable
for wired effects.
Turret connections have a bar for tying
output cabling and to protect from tugging.
New test facility is available when the
unit is armed and unarmed.
Each channel can be fired individually
with up to 16 effects wired in series over
100 metres.
All 6 channels can be fired at once with
up to 8 effects on each channel.
An extra channel for connecting to the
Air Interface, a 4-way Air Cannon Controller.

Product codes:
1112:
1114:

Pro
18v

St
Stage Six Way
Way Controller
Power Supply Unit (optional)

SIZE: Length 30.5cm x Width 19cm x Height 6.75cm
WEIGHT: 2.5 kg
POWER: 2 x 9v batteries
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Pyroflash 6/24
The Pyroflash 6/24 is the leading system for firing
multiple combinations of pyrotechnic effects.
Key switch for complete safety.
Integrated test facility for assured firing
status.
Intelligent monitoring means that any fault or
damage to the system is shown instantly,
allowing the system to be disabled before
firing.
Each of the 6 channels, if selected independently, is capable of firing up to 10 effects,
wired in series over a maximum distance of
50 metres.
All 6 channels can be fired simultaneously
with up to 5 effects wired in series on each
channel.
Used in conjunction with standard pods,
variable angle pods, twin pods and splitter
boxes.
Output via 3-pin bulgin connectors.
Up to 240 effects can be fired from one
system. Using the channel selector switch
and a splitter box on each channel enables
the firer to select any one of 24 channels.
Each of these channels can take up to 10
effects in series.
Only channels 1 to 6 can be fired from one
position on the rotary switch at any one
time.

SIZE: Length 31cm x Width 20cm x Height 8cm
WEIGHT: 3kg
POWER: 220/240v/110v, 50/60Hz

Product codes:
1120: Pyroflash 6/24 (240v)
1120A: Pyroflash 6/24 (110v)
(110v)

Twin Pod
For use with the Pyroflash 6/24 firing system (see
above). The two effects are fired individually using
the channel selector switch on the 6/24.
The Twin Pod will not work with the Prostage 2 Way
and Prostage 6 Way.
Supplied with 2 bulgin plugs.
SIZE: Length 25.5cm x Width 7.5cm x Height 5cm
WEIGHT: 0.75kg

Product code:
1121

S plitter Box
For use with the Pyroflash 6/24 firing system to increase
the number of effects that can be fired.
Splits each channel of the 6/24 into 4 channels.
SIZE: Length 11cm x Width 6cm x Height 3.5cm
WEIGHT: 0.2kg

Product code: 1122
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The Splitter Box will not work with the Prostage 2 Way
and Prostage 6 Way.
Input and outputs are via 3 pin bulgin connectors.

 + 44 (0) 20 8646 1955
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SureFire W ireless Control
System
The SureFire Wireless System has been designed
for the increasingly complex demands of the professional pyrotechnician.
Pyrotechnic effects are often located where cable
runs would be difficult.
For example, bullet hits on the body, in a lighting
truss, ice shows.
Each receiver unit is assigned to a channel
using its channel addressing dipswitch.
Each receiver has a stand by time of up to 30
hours with two new good quality PP3
batteries.
The wireless system can fire an unlimited
number of receivers. Each receiver can fire
up to 5 effects in series.
Uses a unique 48 bit encryption technology
to transmit a data stream to the
receivers.This data security system ensures
that there is NO risk of accidental misfire.
Every system also has its own embedded 4
digit pin number for complete safety.
Fires over a maximum 150 metres (500ft) line
of sight range.
Match continuity LED, battery check LED and
receiving signal LED on each receiver.
The controller is available as a desk or a rack
mount unit.

SIZE: Length 31cm x Width 20cm x Height 8cm
WEIGHT: 3kg
POWER: 220/240v/110v, 50/60Hz

Product codes:
CPH2202: SureFire Wireless
Wireless Control System
CPH2205: SureFire Wireless
Wireless Receiver

For specialised controller systems,
please check our website.

1102SS

Flash Pod
For use with all Le Maitre firing systems and standard
Pyroflash cartridge effects.
Supplied with both 3 pin bulgin and quick connectors.
Supplied with 2 bulgin plugs
Also available in easy-to-clean stainless steel.

1102

Product codes:

SIZE: Length 15cm x Width 7.5cm x Height 5cm
WEIGHT: 0.5kg

1102:
Flash Pod
1102SS: St
Stainless Steel
Steel Flash Pod
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Variable Angle Pod
For use with all Le Maitre firing systems and Pyroflash glitter,
streamer and confetti cartridges.
The angle of projection can be adjusted in 15 degree
steps between vertical and horizontal.
Supplied with 3 pin bulgin connections.
SIZE: Length 13.5cm x Width 9cm x Height 11.5cm
WEIGHT: 0.75kg

Product code: 1103

Consumables
Glitter, Confetti, Chinese Confetti, Streamers and Aerofetti.
Le Maitre products are specially treated to be colourfast and flameproof. The confetti and streamer products
are also biodegradable.
Our consumables are suitable for use with the Confetti Cannon (see page 21), the Electric Air Cannon and the
Pocket Air Cannon (see page 29).

Product codes:
1703: Multi Confetti 1kg
1704: White Confetti 1kg

Product codes:
AS18: 18ft
18ft Aerostreamers
AS25C: 25ft
25ft Aerostreamers
AS50C: 50ft
50ft Aerostreamers
AS18F: 18ft
18ft Flameproof Aerostreamers
AS35F: 35ft
35ft Flameproof Aerostreamers
AS50F: 50ft
50ft Flameproof Aerostreamers
CF30F: Flameproof Aerofetti
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Product codes:
CC1:
CC2:
CC3:
CC4:
CC5:
CC6:
CC7:
CC8:

Product codes:
1706: Silver Glitter 1kg
1707: Gold Glitter 1kg
1709: Blue Glitter 1kg

1710: Green Glitter 1kg
1711:
1711: Red Glitter 1kg
1712: Multi Glitter 1kg

Orange Chinese Confetti 1/2kg
Purple Chinese Confetti 1/2kg
Yellow Chinese Confetti 1/2kg
Blue Chinese Confetti 1/2kg
Green Chinese Confetti 1/2kg
Multi Chinese Confetti 1/2kg
Red Chinese Confetti 1/2kg
White Chinese Confetti 1/2kg

Mirrorballs
Le Maitre mirrorballs are engineered to the highest
standards. Available in a wide range of sizes, as full or
half balls, with or without motor.
Product codes:
COP0034:
COP0035:
COP0120:
COP0121:
COP0046:

8” Mirrorball
12” Mirrorball
16” Mirrorball
20” Mirrorball
Motor with secondary bracket for 8” to 20”

COP0126: 30” Mirrorball
COP0127: Motor for 30” and 1m Mirrorballs
COP0039: 12” Half Mirrorball with motor
COP0040: 16” Half Mirrorball with motor
COP0045: 1 metre Mirrorball

Please note: allow 14 days delivery for 1m balls.
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Electric Air Cannon
The Electric Air Cannon is designed to fire
streamers, glitter or confetti up to 15 metres, at any
angle, with minimum noise. It is particularly useful in
venues where pyrotechnics are not an option.
Each firing requires a small CO2 bulb to be simply
screwed into the front of the unit, a lifting cap to be
inserted into the barrel, followed by the consumables
and then a back pressure cap over the end of the
barrel.
Mains operated/CO2 fired.
Supplied with 2” barrel and safety bond.
Series linking option available.
Fires up to 15 metres.
Floor standing or truss mounted.
1” barrel available.

LENGTH: 74 cm (inc. barrel)
WEIGHT: 4.25kg
POWER: 220/240v, 50Hz, 45w

Product codes:
1107: Electric Air Cannon
AE51: 16g CO2 Bulb
AE62: 2” Back Caps
Caps (12)
AE63: 2” Lifting
Lifting Caps
Caps (12)

Air Interface
A 4-channel, mains operated Air Cannon controller which is used
with The Pro Stage Six Way (see page 24).
The Air Interface plugs directly into the Pro Stage Six Way.
It can fire up to 4 Air Cannons on 1 channel, or when firing all 4
channels at once, 1 Air Cannon on each channel.

Product code: 1113

SIZE: Length 18cm x Width 17cm x Height 7cm
WEIGHT: 1.5 kg
POWER: 220/240v

Pocket Air Cannon
A smaller, hand-held version of the Electric Air
Cannon.
The Pocket Air Cannon can shoot streamers,
confetti, glitter etc., up to 10 metres.
Product codes:
AE11:
AE11:
AE52:
AE61:
AE64:

Pocket Air Cannon
8g CO2 Bulb
1” Back Caps
Caps (12)
1” Lifting
Lifting Caps
Caps (12)
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S pecial Effects
M V S Hazer
(Multi Venue System)
The Multi Venue System Hazer is the brand new
addition to complement Le Maitre’s range of hazer
machines, using Le Maitre’s patented system.
Variable high output haze: whisper to
80cc/hr (double existing Neutron).
Twin variable high output haze projection
fans.
90 degree electronically variable haze output
direction.
4 Channel DMX 512.
3 digit led display multifunction control panel.
Combined control functions and DMX
receiver.
Data storage capability.
Simplified high current control using
computer inrush control.
Higher power air pump.
Electronic Haze output angle control.
Advanced fan motor control for wide range
operation.
Higher output controllable haze.
Larger diameter hazing tube 3.3mm (2.4mm)
doubles effective area for increase in
working life span, and easier cleaning.
Arc bonded, shielded and heavier duty
thermo-couple sensor.
External Bottle design allows for multiple
position use (Bottle carrier is OPTIONAL).
Clip-on bottle carrier for easy transport.
No oil residue.

NEW

SIZE: 34cm X 34cm X 16cm
WEIGHT:11 Kg

Product code: 3004
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Neutron XS Hazer
The Neutron XS Hazer is an award winning innovation.
Utilising Le Maitre’s world patented S.T.A.R
(Sequentially Tracked Automatic Re-Issue) technology,
the Neutron produces consistently pure haze, with no
oil, no water, no residue and no noise.
This compact unit can deliver up to 150 hours of haze
from just one 2.5 litre bottle of fluid.
Combine this with its minimal power consumption and
built-in self cleaning mechanism and you have a top of
the range hazer that is low cost as well as low maintenance.
SIZE: Length 28cm x Width 24cm x Height 28cm
WEIGHT: 11kg
POWER: 220/240v, 50/60Hz, 250w

Product codes:
2999: Neutron XS Hazer (240v)
2999A: Neutron XS Hazer (110v)
(110v)
2971: DMX Remote for Hazer

Instantaneous high output with no heat up time
required.
0-10v output as standard, DMX remote control
optional extra.
Microprocessor controlled.
50 degree projection from high velocity fan.
Silent, efficient and NO RESIDUE!

S tadium Hazer
The Le Maitre Stadium Hazer is a revolutionary
new concept in the manufacture and delivery of
vast volumes of non-toxic haze.
It is generally accepted that oil haze leaves
deposits and water/glycol haze is ineffective and
expensive on consumables. The Stadium Hazer
allows huge amounts of haze to be delivered
without the problems of oily deposits, and with
cost effective, non-toxic consumables.
The patented delivery system is designed for easy
maintenance and is programmed to self-clean on
start up and shut down. The delivery arm can be
angled through 120 degrees and has a variable
speed booster fan to project the haze to where it is
required.
The DMX receiver is a fully compliant, flash
memory, 512 channel unit, with rotary selection
switches. An LED status indicator differentiates
between No signal, Receiving signal, Idle in high
state and Idle in low state.
In order to be easily compliant with the growing
use of the ‘talkback’ protocol, bi-directional communication already exists between the main
control section and the remote station. When
‘talkback’ DMX becomes fully standardized, the
remote station will be able to transmit with minimal
hardware upgrade.

Twin fully filtered SMPS units.
10-stage variable output.
Remote station combines 512 channel DMX
(rotary selection - In and Out 5 pin XLR) with
0-10v 3 pin XLR and manual control of both
output and fan speed.
Auto clean on start up.
Typical fluid use of 500cc per hour.
Twin haze generating circuitry.
Continuously variable fan output up to 600 cubic
metres per hour.
Haze distribution arm is fully adjustable and
lockable, allowing output from 30 degrees
below horizontal to 90 degrees vertically.
Replaceable, cleanable haze generator 'pipes'.

Product codes:
SIZE: Length 59cm x Width 39cm x Height 30cm
WEIGHT: 27kg
POWER: 220/240v, 50/60Hz

3002: St
Stadium Hazer (240v)
3003: St
Stadium Hazer Flight Case
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Silent S torm Snow Machine
The Le Maitre Silent Storm is a remarkably quiet
snow machine with built-in 2 channel DMX for both
fan speed and flow control.
With continuous high output and low fluid consumption it offers unrivalled performance and reliability.
Silent Storm features:
Quiet operation.
Variable snow output and flake size.
Remote or DMX for both fan and flow settings.
2 channel integrated DMX control.
Built-in 4-litre jug holder.
Hanging truss adaptor available.
Fluid Distribution System (FDS) available.

SIZE: Length 58cm x Width 25cm x Height 27cm
WEIGHT: 10kg
POWER: 220/240v, 50/60Hz

Product codes:
ICE7150: Silent Storm
Storm Snow Machine
CFF3604: Snow Fluid (4 x 5L)
Silent Storm in action

Bubble Master
The Bubble Master combines a detachable bubble
projector and a rotary speed controller, for
maximum output and precise control.
Variable speed control for fans.
Durable, lightweight, non-corrosive chassis.
Projects bubbles over a 10 metre range.
5-litre fluid capacity.

Bubble Master in action

Product codes:
ICE008:
ICE007:
ICE011:
ICE011:
CFF3708:

Bubble Master
Super Bubble Fluid (4 x 5L)
Super Bubble Fluid (200L)
UV Bubble Fluid (5L)

SIZE: Length 74cm x Width 43cm x Height 40cm
WEIGHT: 9.51kg
POWER: 220/240v, 50/60Hz
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The Dragons
Le Maitre are the official European dealers for
The Dragons, the amazing gas system designed
and manufactured by Pyrotek in Canada.
The Dragons can produce a spectacular flame effect
of up to 40ft in height. This system has been used
successfully throughout the USA and on many tours
in Europe and the UK, including Jay Z, Justin
Timberlake, Beyonce and Britney Spears.
They can be hired with an operator for indoor and
outdoor venues, or can be purchased in Europe only
exclusively through Le Maitre for tours or
permanent installations.
Also available are the Dragon tails which create a
wall of flame.
For more details contact the Events department on
020 8646 2222.
The Dragons on the Take That Tour

Fake Flame
The Fake Flame™, launched at PLASA 2005, is a patented product designed by Back Stage Technologies
Europe (BSTE), and built by Le Maitre.
The Fake Flame™ creates the illusion of real gas flames, but uses absolutely no flammable products!
The system was designed for use in theatres and theme parks as well as on concerts and in nightclubs
where a flame effect is desired but it is deemed simply too dangerous or just not practical to use real gas.
Better than silk flames and cost effective to run (with 2.5 litres of FakeFlame™ fluid giving 60 to 80 hours of
continuous operation), this system is ideal for fixed installations as well as touring and hire work.
The system creates a linear fire effect of 1.2m wide. The effect reaches the very edge of the unit, so multiple
units can be placed side-by-side to create as wide an effect as desired.
Each FakeFlame™ module weighs about 70kg and is constructed from epoxy powder-coated steel with a
matt black finish (so it will withstand touring!). The unit can be placed on stage or mounted flush under the
stage.
FakeFlame™ is only available through Le Maitre
and their associated distributors.
For more information on this exciting product either
go to our website or contact Le Maitre sales team
on 020 8646 2222.
SIZE: Length 1.20m x Width 48cm x Height 35cm
WEIGHT: 70kg
POWER: 220/240v

Product codes:
3005: Fake Flame (240v)
3005A: Fake Flame (110v)
(110v)
2908: Haze Fluid (4 x 5L)

NEW
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Hand-Held Pyrotechnic Effects
Single Electronic Flash Gun
The single Flash Gun is easily concealed in the hand, yet it creates a dramatic effect
on a large stage. It shoots a brilliant ball of fire 3 to 4 metres in the air. It requires one
AA battery and uses a small piece of flash paper and flash cotton for each firing.
MG01

Double Electronic Flash Gun
This gun is the same as above, but has two barrels which can be fired one at a time.
MG02

Hand Flasher
The Hand Flasher is a smaller version of the Single Electronic Flash Gun. It shoots up
to about 2 metres. It needs two batteries, and uses a piece of flash paper for each
firing.
MG03

Flint Flasher
MG04

The Flint Flasher is a mechanical flash gun. It gives the effect of a quick flash of fire
from your hand, with no smoke. It has a heavy duty brass striker and uses a small
piece of flash cotton for each shot.

Electronic Flash Wand
A magician’s wand that fires a brilliant ball of fire 3 to 4 metres in the air.
It requires two AA batteries, flash cotton and flash paper.
MG11
MG11

Double Electronic Flash Wand
As above, but can be fired once from each end before reloading.

MG12

Flash Paper
Flash Paper is made from nitrocellulose and burns quickly and completely with a
bright orange flame and leaves no ash.

Flash Cotton
Flash Cotton burns much quicker than the Flash Paper, creating an instantaneous
flash of fire.

Flash Cord
Flash Cord burns quickly with a bright orange flame and vanishes with no residue.

Product codes:
MG01: Single Electronic Flash Gun
MG02: Double Electronic Flash Gun

MG11:
MG11: Electronic Flash Wand
Wand
MG12: Double Electronic Flash Wand
Wand

MG03: Hand Flasher

FP01: Flash Paper
FP11:
FP11: Flash Cotton
FP13: Flash Cord

MG04: Flint Flasher
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Smoke Machines
Microfog
The Microfog takes the technology of the Genesis
range and combines it with the easy to use
operation of an aerosol unit.
It is a superb low cost and reliable smoke machine,
ideal for mobile use, schools and smaller venues.

SIZE: Length 40cm x Width 22cm x Height 18cm
WEIGHT: 8kg
POWER: 220/240v, 50Hz, 1100w

Fully serviceable; all parts can be cheaply
and easily replaced.
Can be used off the power supply for up to
20 minutes.
Electronic temperature sensor and
mechanical fail-safe.
Smoke output of 160 cubic metres per
minute.

Product code: 2921

Mini Mist
The Mini Mist has long been established as the
leading aerosol smoke machine. It is a robust handheld unit, making it the chosen generator for the
film and TV industry as well as the armed forces
and fire brigades.
Variable output control.
Can be used off the power supply for
up to 20 minutes.
One canister will provide six 1-minute bursts
of smoke at full output.
SIZE: Length 32cm x Width 15cm x Height 22cm
240v or 110v model.
WEIGHT: 8kg
N.A.T.O. codified.
POWER: 220/240v, 50Hz, 1000w

Product codes:
1903: Mini Mist (240v)
1903A: Mini Mist (110v)
(110v)

Maxi Fogger
The Maxi Fogger is a tough, portable smoke
machine designed for life on the road. The ideal
economical unit for hiring, clubs and touring. The
unit features a large integral fluid tank with handle
and screw top to eliminate any danger of leaking
fluid.

SIZE: Length 50cm x Width 24cm x Height 22.5cm
WEIGHT: 7kg
POWER: 220/240v, 50/60HZ, 1100w

Product code: 2988

Hardwired remote control - switch illuminates
when ready.
Fully maintainable block and durable powder
coating.
Mechanical fail-safe.
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S peedFogger Active
The SpeedFogger Active is the first in a range of
revolutionary new smoke machines from Le Maitre.
The SpeedFogger features Rapid Change
Technology, which allows you to change a plugged
block yourself without having to send it in for
service.
RAPID CHANGE TECHNOLOGY (RCT)
uses a unique heat exchanger design
allowing the fluid capilliary to be changed
on site, in less than 15 minutes, with no
special tools.
CUSTOMISATION - With a range of options
you can choose the features you require
and save on those you don't !
INTEGRAL "SPILL-PROOF" TANK.
CONTROL OPTIONS - 1 - On/Off
Variflow Remote: 2 - On/Off Timer
Variflow Remote: 3 - DMX (dialed)

SIZE: Length 50cm x Width 24cm x Height 22.5cm
WEIGHT: 8.6kg
POWER: 220/240v, 50/60Hz, 5A

Product codes:

G300
The G300 is the most technologically advanced
dual purpose machine available.
It combines an extremely high powered smoke
generator with a water based hazer.
The operator can select either function, by simply
changing the mode on the digital display and the
fluid used.
Microprocessor system management.
5-litre fluid tank.
Highly accurate platinum thermal sensor.
Available with standard or DMX remote
control.
Digital display of all controls and status.
Machine to machine opto-isolated XLR link
connections.
Mechanical “failsafe” for high temperature
failure.
Single channel 0-10v “smoke on” control of
all linked machines.
Separate 0-10v smoke switch and variflow
inputs (4 pin XLR).
N.A.T.O. codified.
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2987:
2994:

Basic version (No remote control)
DMX version

2915:
2918:
2919:

DMX Interface (remote control)
Variflow
Variflow Remote
Vari
Vari Time
Time Remote

SIZE: Length 61cm x Width 29cm x Height 26cm
WEIGHT: 25kg
POWER: 220/240/110v, 50/60HZ, 2200/1800w

Product codes:
2930:
2930A:
2941:
2942:



G300
G300
G300
G300

with St
Standard Remote
with St
Standard Remote
St
t
andard
Remote Unit
S
DMX Remote Unit

info@lemaitreltd.com

(240v)
(110v)
(110v)

Freezefog Pro
The Freezefog Pro is used in conjunction with a
Le Maitre Freezefog enabled smoke machine, such
as the G300 or Speedfogger Pro, to produce an
extremely powerful dry ice effect.
The smoke machine pumps a specially formulated
low smoke fluid into the Freezefog unit where it
combines with either high or low pressure liquid
CO2 from a remote mini tank dewer.
The effect is long lasting and
residue free, remaining low lying
and very cold. A particularly
popular effect with West End
shows and film or TV productions,
the Freezefog Pro is ideal for
large venues and outdoor use.

SIZE: Length 65cm x Width 50cm x Height 61cm
WEIGHT:(of Freezefog only) 17.5kg
POWER: 220/240v, 50/60Hz.

Product code: 3001

Please contact the sales office on
020 8646 2222 for further details.
Freezefog Pro in action

Pea Souper
The market leader in portable dry ice machines, the
Peasouper is lightweight yet powerful. The rate of
flow is easily controlled, and the unit’s 9kg dry ice
capacity gives approximately 5 minutes of fog production.
4-step flow rate control and water level
indicator.
Heater cut off safety feature.
Durable, heat resistant exterior.
Ducting hose and adaptor optional extras.

Pea Souper in action

SIZE:Length 55cm x Width 52cm x Height 50cm
WEIGHT: 11kg
POWER: 220/240v, 50/60Hz, 2400w

Product codes:
1800: Pea Souper (240v)
1803: Pea Souper (110v)
(110v)
1801: Pea Souper Ducting Adaptor
1802: Pea Souper Hose (3m)
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Smoke and Haze Fluids
FLUID

PRODUCT CODE

AVAILABLE IN

SUITABLE FOR

Standard Fluid

2931
1913A

4 x 5 litres
200 litres

Maxi Fogger,
SpeedFogger Active,
G300

Industrial Fluid

2932
1913B

4 x 5 litres
200 litres

Maxi Fogger,
SpeedFogger Active,
G300

Global Fluid

2924
1914

4 x 5 litres
200 litres

Maxi Fogger,
SpeedFogger Active,
G300

C Beam Fluid

2934
2943

4 x 5 litres
200 litres

G300 in Haze Mode

Mini Mist Cannisters
Industrial Cannisters

1910
1910A

12 x 404ml
12 x 404ml

Microfog, Mini Mist
Microfog, Mini Mist

Low Smoke Fluid

2904
2900

5 litres
200 litres

Freezefog Pro

Neutron XS Fluid

2948
2908
2916

4 x 2.5 litres
4 x 5 litres
200 litres

Neutron XS Hazer,
MVS, Stadium Hazer

Quick Dissipating Fluid

2905
2945

4 x 5 litres
200 litres

Maxi Fogger,
SpeedFogger Active,
G300

Extra Quick Dissipating

2906
2985

4 x 5 litres
200 litres

Maxi Fogger,
SpeedFogger Active,
G300

St adium Hazer

Neutron XS Hazer

see page 31

see page 31

M.V.S.
M.V.S.
see page 30
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®

Le Maitre’s Events Department
Le Maitre’s team of experienced designers and pyrotechnicians are always on hand to help you
design and plan your pyrotechnics. We do special effects for films, television, theatre, touring and
corporate entertainment, as well as manufacturing customised equipment.
The Events department consists of a team of people dedicated to design, augment and deliver any
type of contract, from a one-off product launch to a year-long rock 'n' roll tour.
After taking an initial enquiry from a customer, this division specialises in organising a show that is
totally customised and individual in its concept, design and implementation.
The Events department prides itself on being a truly unique set up, with a remit ranging from plain
and simple advice to organising the logistics of a global tour.

Take That Tour

British Beauty Awards

What makes Le Maitre's
Maitre Events department so different from any other company?
Le Maitre design and manufacture the pyrotechnics, so all our designers are totally familiar
with the complete range of special effects available.
Our global network of distributors allows our products to be imported to any country for shows
and tours. This makes Le Maitre the only company to use their product on a tour and not to
have to change it halfway through when a tour moves from one continent to the next!
Le Maitre's ability to design and fire both indoor and outdoor shows with the same level of
expertise.
The resources available to Le Maitre from their pyrotechnic factory in Peterborough.
With a team of experts, including a Doctor of Chemistry, Le Maitre can design tailor made
and innovative special effects for your requirements.
30 years experience in pyrotechnics and special effects. A comprehensive understanding of
the constantly changing regulations surrounding moving, storing and using special effects in
any environment.
A hire department allows customers to fire their own shows if they are familiar with the
equipment and pyrotechnic effects.
Contact the Events team on: +44 (0)20 8646 2222 or e-mail them at: info@lemaitreltd.com
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Le Maitre Ltd
6 Forval Close, Wandle Way,
Mitcham, Surrey,
CR4 4NE
ENGLAND

Le Maitre,
Maitre ProSt
ProStage II and PyroFlash names are registered Trade Marks of Le Maitre Limited.
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